
Introducing the ULTRACADE Game Pack CAPCOM Classics 1.  Officially licenced

from CAPCOM, these proven earners are as easy to install as 1 2 3. Simply insert

the CD, enter the serial number and start earning money.  All game packs may be

mixed and matched within ULTRACADE to give players the ultimate mix of classic

game entertainment.

Control a WWII-style plane over 32  ver-

tically-scrolling sea and land areas.

Shoot various types of enemy planes

and collect a variety of weapon power-

ups along the way.

Rescue the princess by maneuvering

the knight through six gates guarded by

Satan’s generals to reach Hades.  The

knight has a variety of weapons to

destroy the attacking demons.

Make your way though towns filled with

hostile cowboys in this wild west thriller.

Shoot barrels to gain additional

weapons.  Each level has a challenging

weapon specialist end boss.

A sailor must attempt to grab barrels and

push them on top of marauding pirates.

As the barrels fall, the maze becomes

even more challenging.  This game was

originally released in Japan.

This is not your ordinary space shoot’em

up scrolling game.  The levels seem

endless with wave after wave of alien life

attacking.  Power-up with additional

bombs to kill the big creatures.

A martial arts master has been request-

ed by the oppressed people to defeat

their king and restore freedom.  Defeat

the king’s evil army to win.

Penetrate the enemy base, which is

divided into sections from A to Z and

destroy “L-Brain”.  Drop bombs, fire con-

stantly and gain more power by picking

up coins.

Battle exotic creatures through exterior

and interior levels as a mythical winged

hero in this side and top scrolling 

adventure.

For more information,
Please contact

sales@ultracade.com
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